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The engineering lifecycle of 
conversational systems

● Requirement gathering and analysis
● System design and prototyping
● Iterative development
● Deployment
● Test and quality assurance



1. REQUIREMENTS



Gathering requirements for conversational systems

1. Speaking the same language
What is a dialogue system / chatbot / virtual assistant / 
conversational robot? 
What can it do and cannot do?

It is important to manage the client’s expectations, setting 
realitic boundaries for the system’s capabilities.

Explain the current capabilities and limitations of the 
technology.



Gathering requirements for conversational systems

1. Speaking the same language

Familiarize clients with the development process

Conversational systems 
development is an 
iterative process. 

It is more effective to 
start with a basic version 
and gradually enhance it 
based on user feedback.

https://www.thecampfire.ai/post/how-to-scope-your-next-chatbot-project

https://www.thecampfire.ai/post/how-to-scope-your-next-chatbot-project


Gathering requirements for conversational systems

2.1. Identifying customer needs:        why?

Why do they want/need a chatbot?
What will the chatbot do? which processes and activities must 
be adjusted to the chatbot? 
Who are the users? Are they familiarized with this type of 
interface?



2.1. Identifying customer needs: 

Gathering requirements for conversational systems

The case of the chatbot for employees in 
administration:

A chatbot to ease looking up for information 
in massive procedure manuals and written 
instructions.

Is a chatbot even the best choice??



Gathering requirements for conversational systems

2.2. Identifying customer needs:         scope  

Get the scope of the chatbot: 
How do end-users communicate with the client now? 
What do they ask for? What do they get?

F 

✅ ⚠

FAQ and 
documentation 

Structured knowledge with 
precise questions and answers.

Sometimes they use the 
wording of the company and 
not of the users.
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Gathering requirements for conversational systems

2.2. Identifying customer needs:         scope  

Get the scope of the chatbot: 
How do end-users communicate with the client now? 
What do they ask for? What do they get?

F 

✅ ⚠

FAQ and 
documentation 

Structured knowledge with 
precise questions and answers.

Sometimes they use the 
wording of the company and 
not of the users.

CAU / customer 
support

Human team that actually 
answers the users’ 
questions.

Semi-structured knowledge / need 
to adequately explain chatbot 
capabilities.



💼 Real use case: Chatbot MIR (April 2023)

Example: FAQ chatbot
Chatbot for the Spanish 
Health Ministry - FAQ for 
the process of assignment 
of positions for medical 
internships



Eliciting scope requirements

Category Intent Examples of 
activation phrases

Comments

Iterative in collaboration 
with CAU

💼 Real use case: Chatbot MIR (April 2023)



¿Como puedo confirmar que mi solicitud esta tramitada?
Como compruebo que mi solicitud se ha tramitado correctamente?
como se que hice bien la solicitud de plaza?  → 60 training examples
 

💼 Real use case: Chatbot MIR (April 2023)

Eliciting scope requirements
72 intents

��
spelling, typos

legal-legal-legal

Para verificar que tu solicitud está correctamente tramitada, acude al menú "Solicitud de 
Plaza". Si figura como TRAMITADA significa que se ha gestionado correctamente. Además, 
en el momento en el que se ha realizado tu solicitud, se envía un correo con un PDF adjunto 
con la firma de Ministerio como justificante de tu tramitación, también puedes descargar 
este justificante desde la opción de Solicitud de plaza, en la parte inferior te aparecerá un 
botón que permite "Descargar el justificante".

😭

😄

��



Gathering requirements for conversational systems

     scope

Image from: 
https://www.thecampfire.ai/post/how-to-sco
pe-your-next-chatbot-project

 First pilot should start 
with highly recognizable, 
repetitive and easy intents

https://www.thecampfire.ai/post/how-to-scope-your-next-chatbot-project
https://www.thecampfire.ai/post/how-to-scope-your-next-chatbot-project


     scope

Gathering requirements for conversational systems

Draft

Intent catalog with 
basic training 
phrases provided 
by the client, 
guided by the 
development team

Prototype

Intent catalog 
revised by 
development team: 
modification of 
intents, inclusion of 
training phrases.

OK by client.

Development.

Test

Lab test.

Test with client.

Deployment

Deployment of the 1st 
version with low 
threshold to derive to 
CAU.

Recording of user- 
system interactions.

Receiving feedback from 
CAU.

MIR chatbot for the Spanish Health Ministry



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Conversational systems to promote mental health

• Improving access to mental healthcare
• Engaging and empowering users 
• Increasing mental health literacy
• Providing additional sources of information to detect 

symptoms and relapse

Conversational systems are based on natural spoken 
communication:
- breaking barriers for technology usage
- providing acoustic and linguistic cues for user state 

detection
https://menhir-project.eu/

https://menhir-project.eu/
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◯ Universidad de Granada (coordinator)

◯ Action Mental Health

◯◯ Ulster University

◯ Universidad del País Vasco 

◯ Intelligent Voice Ltd. 

◯ Ulm University

◯◯ Univ. della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli

◯ GLOBIT

Psychology
Computer 

Science

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Co-creating requirements and assessing 
end-user acceptability

Experts by experience: nobody knows better about their needs 
and preferences than users.

Co-creation: The technology studied and developed in 
MENHIR is designed together with persons with mental ill 
health, experts and caregivers. 



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

To assess the acceptability and co-create 
requirements for a speech-based mental health chatbot 
for people with anxiety and/or mild depression. 

We performed a thematic analysis of data collected at 
a user-centred workshop involving clients of Action 
Mental Health.



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

1. Welcome and brief introduction to the project.
2. Demonstration of a mental health chatbot and smart speaker by 
workshop facilitators.
3. Completion of consent form and study proforma.
4. Group discussion.

9 Action Mental Health (AMH) clients, 1 key worker from AMH, 
3 MENHIR researchers



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Group discussion:
- Strengths and limitations of this type of chatbot.
- Who would use this chatbot?
- Which type of people would the chatbot suit?
- Could it be used in conjunction with AMH mental health support 
services? (how?)
- What are the pros and cons of using chatbot in the context of 
mental ill health?
- What features should a mental health chatbot have?
- What kind of conversations would you want to have with a chatbot?
- What kind of persona/s should the chatbot have?



1. Isolation
2. Difficulty for honest disclosure

When there is no-one to talk to or no-one they feel they can trust 

They may have a key worker or somebody that they would talk to, but these people are not available after a certain 
time a day, so therefore they do not have anybody

I love the idea of the chatbot because a lot of the time with mental health you can feel very isolated, very much on 
your own, cut off from the world...

There are people that I would tell the whole story and there are people I would say yeah I am fine

I do not want to burden you, I do not want to put my problems on you

A lot of the time (...) if anybody even family asks how are you? I say ohh I am fine, I’d rather say I’m fine rather than go 
in detail about how you really feel
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💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Themes identified
Challenges faced by people living with mental ill health:



3. Symptom recognition
4. Continuous monitoring

“The chatbot would pick up an inflection in your voice to know that things aren’t right”

“I didn’t recognize (...) being so mentally unwell. In reflection we can see that (...) things would have been 
very different”

“You get a level of distress and you may not be able to recognize it”

“Your therapist gets to see you one day a week and you might be doing great (...) whereas in your worst 
moments he does not get to see those symptoms”

“Companion (...) somebody to confide in and again you are not worried about their opinion”

“I would activate it because (...) I need to get this out”

“Just generic, just prompting you, open discussion” - even if it does not make sense

5. Disclosure facilitation
6. Companionship/active listening
7. Risk detection

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Themes identified
Chatbot funcionalities:



8. Personalization
9. Configurable proactiveness

10. User access to their information

“Selective menus, because I would find it very helpful a reminder to take my medications, for my appointments...”

“I would feel differently depending on the day (...) some days I would like it doing checking on me, some days that 

would really annoy me”

“Where does it get that information from? If I type that into Google I get a bunch of options and I can see this one is 

from a credible source, this one isn’t from a credible source (...) and I can then use my judgement to choose the 

correct one, whereas if I use a chatbot (...) it gives me an answer”

11. Explainability
12. Privacy
13. Vulnerability
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💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Themes identified
Chatbot characteristics:



14. Cost of the chatbot
15. Access to the chatbot

“My issue would be like how much is it gonna cost? (...) is it a subscription thing? Can I try it for a 
couple of months and then see if it works for me? This is the type of thing I can try”
“Widely free and easily available” 

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Themes identified
Use of the chatbot:

16. Intention to use the chatbot
17. Use of the chatbot as a complement to therapy

“I would definitely use it”
“I would certainly use the chatbot”
“I would certainly make use of a reminder”
“In the past two weeks how have you felt about this? (...) It is very hard to fill that in because you 
don’t tend to spend a lot of time thinking ohh in the last two weeks I felt like this, you tend to answer 
how you felt that day (...) If there is a way that you could build that in“



The system should provide mechanisms to let the users decide whether they allow the system to collect different 
types of data (voice, demographic, hobbies/interests, daily habits, emotional state, emergency contacts)

The system should provide mechanisms to let the users decide which pieces of information (if any) can be shared 
with their key workers (counsellors, psychiatrists, etc) and under which conditions.

The system should be able to start a conversation with the user proactively according to an event, a programmed 
frequency or a learned routine.

The users should be able to personalize the frequency with which they engage in conversations with the system 
and whether they are initiated by them or by the system.

The system must be able to provide the users a space where they can express their thoughts and feelings acting as 
a companion in the form of an interactive diary.

The system should be able to assess the emotional state of the user (from voice input, interaction behaviour, 
standaridzed scales).

The system should be able to track the changes in the users’ emotional state over time.

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)



The system should be able to detect and notify risks in the user’s interactions and during the mood tracking.

The system should be aware of the users action plans and preferences. This information can be provided by the 
users and/or their key workers or counsellors.

The system should be able to periodically remind and notify the user to engage in activities related to their 
action plan. These activities can be specific for each user or based on a generic model.

The system should be able to motivate the user explaining them reasons why they should attend or complete 
their activities, which can be pragmatic and/or emotional.

The system must be able to explain the benefits derived from attending the activities and be engaged on the 
action plan.

The system should be able to suggest tasks, activities or advice the user in certain kinds of topics related to 
mental health and general wellbeing.

The reminding and motivation functionalities can be personalized for each user and optimized as the system 
gains a better understanding of each particular user through sustained interactions over time.

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)
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Co-creation workshop with scientists and people living with mild 
anxiety and depression to understand the acceptability and 
requirements for the development of mental health chatbots.

Results of thematic analysis highlight 17 key themes related to 
challenges that could be addressed (isolation and honest 
disclosure), functionalities (symptom recognition and monitoring, 
companionship, risk detection), characteristics (including 
personalization, proactiveness, accessibility, and privacy) and usage 
conditions (cost, access, intention to use). 

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)



Second International Digital Mental Health and Wellbeing Conference
https://www.ulster.ac.uk/conference/digital-mental-health-and-wellbeing

19-21 June 2024
Derry-Londonderry

💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

https://www.ulster.ac.uk/conference/digital-mental-health-and-wellbeing


Can you share a challenge you've faced to 
gather requirement from a client/user? 
how did you address it?

ⓘ
Click Present with Slido or install our Chrome extension to activate this 
poll while presenting.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=T3BlblRleHQ%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwb2xsVXVpZCI6IjljMWU4NjRiLTk2NzUtNGM4NC05ZGRjLWM2ZTU3ZGE0MTQyZCIsInByZXNlbnRhdGlvbklkIjoiMVNDd2lsamZpYm9DbEpWZjNhbGJBLUZXT1hVSi1SOFNpSktWSVh5VGRLWU0iLCJzbGlkZUlkIjoiU0xJREVTX0FQSTEzNjg0NDI5NF8wIiwidGltZWxpbmUiOlt7InBvbGxRdWVzdGlvblV1aWQiOiJkZDE5MDhkYy1hMmUwLTQ1YjctYmM1Zi0xMDhhMjk1Y2FkMmIiLCJzaG93UmVzdWx0cyI6dHJ1ZX1dLCJ0eXBlIjoiU2xpZG9Qb2xsIn0%3D
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/slido/dhhclfjehmpacimcdknijodpjpmppkii


Gathering requirements for conversational systems

3. Identifying communication channels and connections

● Connection to business processes in the back-end
● Triggers
● Channels



Gathering requirements for conversational systems

3. Identifying communication channels and connections

responses:
  utter_ask_game:
  - text: "Which game would you like to play on Slack?"

channel: "slack"
  - text: "Which game would you like to play?"

Example of channel-specific 
responses in RASA:



Avances

Deep speech 
synthesis

Applied to audio 
deep fake 
detection

Conversational 
AI

Applied to news 
verification

RESEARCH…

… APPLIED

Training

Dissemination 
and 

communication
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RTVE-UGR 
Chair 
in deep speech 
synthesis and 
conversational AI 
and their 
applications in 
news verification

💼 Real use case: Cátedra RTVE-UGR (Started 2022)

https://catedrartve.ugr.es/

https://catedrartve.ugr.es/


Applications of conversational systems:
● Assistants for journalists
● Debunk authoring assistants
● Fact check conversations
● Oppossing news content
● Generative AI: tone, accessibility…
● Participative journalism, data collection and multimedia
● Information discovery

Avances💼 Real use case: Cátedra RTVE-UGR (Started 2022)



Example: 
Elections Skill
Pilot to cover electoral information in 
small towns (https://www.rtveia.es)

💼 Real use case: Alexa Skill for Elections (July 
2023)

5.000 towns under 1k inhabitants

Received the IBC 2023 Award

Participants: Narrativa, Monoceros Labs, Universidad de 
Castilla-La Mancha, Universidad de Granada, ONCE, AWS 
y el Centro Territorial de Castilla-La Mancha de RTVE

https://www.rtveia.es
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C17nwbmVU0Y


What type of devices / 
channels have you used for 
your systems?

ⓘ
Click Present with Slido or install our Chrome extension to activate this 
poll while presenting.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwb2xsVXVpZCI6ImI2ZWQ0MTRiLWMxNTktNGRlMS04MmNjLTkzZWYwYzdlZjc0MCIsInByZXNlbnRhdGlvbklkIjoiMVNDd2lsamZpYm9DbEpWZjNhbGJBLUZXT1hVSi1SOFNpSktWSVh5VGRLWU0iLCJzbGlkZUlkIjoiU0xJREVTX0FQSTIxMjMyMTU2NTRfMCIsInRpbWVsaW5lIjpbeyJzaG93UmVzdWx0cyI6dHJ1ZSwicG9sbFF1ZXN0aW9uVXVpZCI6IjNlMzg5NzJmLTQ4ODctNDU3OS1iNzk0LTBjNzQ4ZWY5YzM2YiJ9XSwidHlwZSI6IlNsaWRvUG9sbCJ9
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/slido/dhhclfjehmpacimcdknijodpjpmppkii


2. DESIGN



Practical dialogue management design considerations

Designing conversations: start with the happy path:

Ideal user-system interaction flow: the user interacts exactly as expected 
by the system, aligned with the system capabilities, thus obtaining the 
best possible outcome.

Baseline for successful interactions and 
serves as a reference point for testing 
and refining the chatbot's performance😍 

Automated testing 
using predefined paths, 
for example in RASA with 
test stories (stay tuned 
for the lab).



Practical dialogue management design considerations

Designing conversations: start with the happy path:

Intent alignment:

● The user's input is clear and aligns with the chatbot's understanding of user intents.
● The chatbot accurately interprets the user's query.

Accurate responses:

● Information provided by the chatbot is relevant and accurate.

Smooth flow:

● The conversation progresses without interruptions or errors.
● Follow-up questions or prompts from the chatbot are contextually appropriate and easy for the 

user to understand.

Task completion:

● The user successfully completes their intended task or achieves their goal through the chatbot 
interaction.

● Any actions or transactions are executed successfully.



Practical dialogue management design considerations

Designing 
conversation flow

Image from: 
https://towardsdatascience.com/suggest
ions-on-how-to-structure-intents-in-chat
bots-and-gather-useful-feedbacks-f72f7
e552090

https://towardsdatascience.com/suggestions-on-how-to-structure-intents-in-chatbots-and-gather-useful-feedbacks-f72f7e552090
https://towardsdatascience.com/suggestions-on-how-to-structure-intents-in-chatbots-and-gather-useful-feedbacks-f72f7e552090
https://towardsdatascience.com/suggestions-on-how-to-structure-intents-in-chatbots-and-gather-useful-feedbacks-f72f7e552090
https://towardsdatascience.com/suggestions-on-how-to-structure-intents-in-chatbots-and-gather-useful-feedbacks-f72f7e552090


Practical dialogue management design

Prototyping tools: 

https://creator.voiceflow.com/project/65513a79650cc0e692e36dd3/domain/cl8um46q3058r07o11fb98t7o/canvas/63d6e471f4d193000763b6ff

https://youtu.be/pb6kADbEFUQ

https://creator.voiceflow.com/project/65513a79650cc0e692e36dd3/domain/cl8um46q3058r07o11fb98t7o/canvas/63d6e471f4d193000763b6ff
https://youtu.be/pb6kADbEFUQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QywR9rB50Qg


Practical dialogue management design

Not always more sophisticated is better



💼 Real use case: Bitacora project (2023)

Example: 
Data collection to 
create a digital 
navigation 
logbook



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Smart reminder app



💼 Real use case: MENHIR project (2019-2024)

Smart reminder app



Practical system prompt design considerations

Maxim of quantity: the speaker should provide the listener as much 
information as necessary to fulfill the purpose of interaction

Clear and concise User: "What's the weather like in 
Jaca?"

Chatbot: "The current temperature 
in Jaca is 19°C with sunny sky."

User Prompt: "Can you recommend a good 
restaurant nearby?"

Chatbot Response: "Sure! There's a Pizza 
restaurant called 'Little Italy' nearby. It has been 
in business for 10 years, has a diverse menu 
including pizza, pasta and antipasti. The 
ambiance is cozy, and they have a happy hour 
from 4 PM to 7 PM. 

Good practice: 
progressive 
disclosure

User Prompt: "Tell me about your pricing plans."
Chatbot Response (Initial): "We offer three pricing plans: Basic, Standard, and Premium."
Chatbot Response (Upon Follow-up Inquiry): "The Basic plan starts at $9.99 per month 
and includes…”



More conversational first-level no-match:

System: And how many people are going?

User: It’s my wife and myself.

System A: Sorry, how many was that?

System B: I am sorry, I didn’t catch that, please say the number of people going to the 
party, for example “two”

Practical system prompt design considerations



More conversational first-level no input:
System: to get started, tell me your account number
<Noinput>
System A: I’m sorry, I didn’t hear anything. What is your account 
number?
User: Well, that’s because I didn’t say anything, but here it is…
System B: Other system prompt: You account number is 10 digits longs 
and you can find it in your bill…

Practical system prompt design considerations



Informative disconfirmations:

System: That’s from Boston to New York on July 15th at 6PM. Did I get 
that right?

User: No, the 25th / Not Boston, Preston …
System A: Sorry, did I get it right?

System B: If it is correct, say “yes”, otherwise say “no”

All these examples are from James Giangola: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuDP_eygsvs

Practical system prompt design considerations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuDP_eygsvs


Other design considerations: bot persona

Elements: Name, voice, communication style, story and purpose.

Objectives: Brand representation, user engagement, memorability, 
cultural sensitivity.

Caution: can be misleading about system capabilities, 



💼 Real use case: 
Bon-App-Petit project 
(2020-2023)

Example: Virtual assistant
Virtual assistant for the 
promotion of healthy 
habits among school 
children

https://bon-app-petit.eu

https://catedrartve.ugr.es


💼 Real use case: 
Bon-App-Petit project 
(2020-2023)

Example: Virtual assistant
Virtual assistant for the 
promotion of healthy 
habits among school 
children

Orange-Tan = orange + orangutan

Orange-Tan is a defender of forests and 
mountains. What he enjoys the most is 
experiencing nature in its purest form and 
always staying active. 

Don't be deceived by his appearance; besides 
being strong, he is very agile and can climb any 
tree to get his favorite food, fruit. 

He knows perfectly well that fruit is a very 
healthy food that provides him with all the 
water, vitamins, minerals, fiber, and various 
beneficial compounds for the body. He eats 
oranges two at a time! 

His favorite sport is athletics; you should see 
him in the obstacle race – he has no rival!



💼 Real use case: 
Bon-App-Petit project 
(2020-2023)

Example: Virtual assistant
Virtual assistant for the 
promotion of healthy 
habits among school 
children

Atoona = toon + tuna

You'll find her training on the coast or 
reading a good book on the sand after her 
workout. 

Thanks to her diet rich in fish, she is strong 
and intelligent, able to remember any date or 
event effortlessly. 

Since fish provides her with proteins, 
vitamins, minerals, and fatty acids like 
omega-3, she has an incredible memory. 

She loves swimming or diving in the 
Mediterranean Sea and water sports. In 
swimming, no one can go as far or as fast as 
Atoona!



3. DEVELOPMENT



The iterative development process

Highlight incremental improvements:

Emphasize that chatbot development is an iterative process. 

Start with a basic version of the chatbot and gradually enhance its capabilities 
based on user feedback.

Provide demos and examples:

Offer live demonstrations or prototypes to showcase the system’s capabilities. 

Integrate Human-in-the-Loop (HITL):

Human oversight can enhance accuracy and handle scenarios where 
automation might fall short (e.g. CAU).



Conversation-driven development (CDD)

Share the system 
with the users as 
soon as possible

Share

Fix problems and 
improve the 
system

Improve

Annotate 
messages and use 
them as training 
phrases

Annotate
Test the expected 
dialogue policy 
and track failures

Test and track

Review logs on a 
regular basis

Review Look for:
No_match, out of scope
User frustration
Common conversation paths

At first your messages won’t look like 
the ones used by the users.

Good advice in: 
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/generating-nl
u-data/#conversation-driven-developme
nt-for-nlu

More in: 
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/conversation-driven-development/

https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/generating-nlu-data/#conversation-driven-development-for-nlu
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/generating-nlu-data/#conversation-driven-development-for-nlu
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/generating-nlu-data/#conversation-driven-development-for-nlu
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/conversation-driven-development/


There exist tools, 

e.g. RASA X or in 
DialogFLow:

https://cloud.google.co
m/dialogflow/cx/docs/c
oncept/test-case

https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/cx/docs/concept/test-case
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/cx/docs/concept/test-case
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/cx/docs/concept/test-case


💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

Example: 
Chatbot deployed 
on web and 
whatsapp to 
provide 
trustworthy 
information about 
COVID during 
lockdown

Initiative of the State Secretariat for Digitalization and Artificial 
Intelligence (SEDIA), through the Language Technologies Plan: 
coordinate the development of a conversational assistant to 
answer frequently asked questions about COVID-19 (March 27, 
2020).

Multidisciplinary working group of public institutions, academic 
entities, and companies.

Access to information from official sources:

● Ministry of Health
● World Health Organization
● BOE

Objective: provide reliable data and information at any time to the 
public, preventing the overload of healthcare helpline numbers.



 

El sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

It responded to questions about:

● symptoms,
● vulnerable groups,
● relation to other diseases,
● how it spreads,
● how to prevent and protect oneself,
● debunking myths,
● living with infected individuals,
● conditions for quarantine and isolation,
● helpline numbers,
● application of the State of Alarm,
● Transition Plan towards the “New Normal”.

The assistant did not require or analyze personal data.



 

Key issues in this use case:

Is a chatbot a valid resource?

Will it be used?

What will be the main questions? How will they be posed? Is it what we 
expected?

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

The iterative development process



 

Content creation and supervision:

● Medical specialists.
● Accessibility content specialists.

Development of the first version:

● Language understanding model: entities (e.g., autonomous communities, 
synonyms of coronavirus, names of related diseases, etc.), training phrases 
(>8000 phrases in the final model), question categories (200 categories in the 
final model).

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

The iterative development process



 
Deployment of the first pilot (3rd April):

● Integrated into the websites of the 
Government of La Rioja and Rioja 
Salud. 

● From April 3rd to April 7th, the 
assistant received more than 
5,000 queries on these portals.

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

The iterative development 
process



 

In parallel to the pilot in La Rioja: 

● Study of logs, content improvement. 

April 8th → Deployment on WhatsApp and Telegram. 

● Continuous improvement of the system. 

● Detection of understanding errors and restructuring of the knowledge base 
according to updates. Addition of entities, categories, training phrases. 

● Information about the last update of the chatbot available to users.

The system was operative until the en of June. In the period from 
April to June it helped solve more than 350.000 citizen queries.

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

The iterative development process



 

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19
💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)

Daily reviews included hot issues or the most 
prominent news in the media:

● Symptoms of the disease and how to act if they 
occur, helpline numbers, and official figures.

● Conditions for going out and shopping.

● Use of masks.

● Time slots and mobility.

The daily analysis of queries provides valuable 
real-time information to understand the most common 
concerns of citizens, which varied greatly from March 
to June.



💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)

Key issues in this use case:

A lot of uncertainty about how children would communicate with the system, 
wordings, names of meals, etc.

Need to collect information about the initial habits through validated 
questionnaires.

Potential problems with the first pilot (e.g. NLU errors) and “boring” 
questionnaires could undermine the positive effect of the avatars.

Solution adopted = development of 2 prototypes: with and without avatar.

The iterative development process



💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)



Phase 1

Duration 1 week

Description
The first use of the application is done by a parent. The application 
displays a form that can be completed in a few minutes.

When prompted by the application, the tablet is passed to the child, 
who first fills out a short form and can then interact with the 
character, which presents itself as a virtual egg. Every day, the child 
tells the egg what they ate for breakfast, lunch, and snack on that 
day, as well as dinner from the previous day.

💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)



💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)



Phase 2

Duration 2 weeks

Description
The virtual egg hatches and the character appears (Orange-Tan or 
Atoona according to each child's choice). This phase consists of 
continuing to talk about what they eat and also solve daily activities 
about what the character explains to them.

By solving the activities and eating healthy in phases 1 and 2, points will 
be obtained that can be exchanged for accessories for the characters 
(hats, T-shirts, etc.) in a virtual closet that will be activated in phase 2.

At the end of the second week, the application asks the parent to answer 
a questionnaire to evaluate the application.

💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)



Considerations for LLM-based development

● Obtaining data (crawling, specific data sources, language 
identification)

● Cleaning and deduplication

● Toxicity and bias removal

● Model training

● Model tuning



Main topics you are working 
on related to LLMs

ⓘ
Click Present with Slido or install our Chrome extension to activate this 
poll while presenting.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=V29yZENsb3Vk
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwb2xsVXVpZCI6ImNkMWQxNDZjLWZhMmUtNDJjZS04MzJjLTdjMWE1YTUzYjA4OSIsInByZXNlbnRhdGlvbklkIjoiMVNDd2lsamZpYm9DbEpWZjNhbGJBLUZXT1hVSi1SOFNpSktWSVh5VGRLWU0iLCJzbGlkZUlkIjoiU0xJREVTX0FQSTE2NzM0MDc5NDhfMCIsInRpbWVsaW5lIjpbeyJwb2xsUXVlc3Rpb25VdWlkIjoiZWIxYjI4ZjktNjE1ZS00N2Y2LWFkYWQtYjA0OTU3ZGIzYmE1Iiwic2hvd1Jlc3VsdHMiOnRydWV9XSwidHlwZSI6IlNsaWRvUG9sbCJ9
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/slido/dhhclfjehmpacimcdknijodpjpmppkii


CONVERSA aims to contribute to the democratic access to 
conversational AI inSpain through the provision of open data and 
open-source conversational technology in Spanish and co-official 
languages.

● Massive multilingual corpora
● Description of cleaning pipeline
● Open source tools
● Open models

TED2021-132470I00 - Effective and Efficient Resources 
and Models for Transformative Conversational AI in 
Spanish and co-official languages

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19🔬 Research: CONVERSA project (2022 - 2024)

https://github.com/conversa-ai

https://github.com/conversa-ai


4. DEPLOYMENT
(and a bit of design again)



Example architecture in Dialogflow



https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/arch-overview

Example architecture in RASA

https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/arch-overview


Best practice: Helm Charts → Help you define, install, and upgrade Kubernetes 
applications.

https://github.com/RasaHQ/helm-charts/tree/main/charts/rasa

https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/deploy/deploy-rasa

Why? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISkfwJ4b2ss

Deployment in RASA

https://github.com/RasaHQ/helm-charts/tree/main/charts/rasa
https://rasa.com/docs/rasa/deploy/deploy-rasa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISkfwJ4b2ss


💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)



 

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19💼 Real use case: Hispabot-COVID19 (2020)



Hybrid approaches to multi-task dialog management
Microservices architecture - Personalized model servitization

PID2020-118112RB-C21 and C22 - Goal-driven multimodal 
interaction based on microservice orchestration for 
socio-affective conversational AI

El Sistema Hispabot-Covid19🔬 Research: GOMINOLA project (2021 - 2024)



5. TEST AND QA



Important KPIs

Volume:

● Interaction rate: % of users who visit website / see robot… and interact 
with the system.

● Bounce rate: % users who leave without interacting.
● User initiated actions.
● Avg. conversation time.
● User retention: repeated visitors.



Automatic log data:
• #logins, #daily activities, #activities completed, 

#multimedia elements played, duration of sessions, 
minutes of use, frequency of sessions, 

• user traffic, user retention after a month.

Information analyzed over a period of time: 
• Depth of use (number of activities completed)
• Breadth of use (variation in the use of different types of 

activities, e.g. those who require more involvement vs. 
passive activities)

• Comparison with intended use.

In some application 
domains, e.g. mental 
health, not always 
more use is better

Effective engagement / 
efficiency: sufficient 
engagement to achieve 
intended incomes.

Important KPIs Engagement



Important KPIs

Quality:

● Task completion rate
● Improved user experience (qualitative feedback through surveys)

Company:

● Cost savings for customer support
● After-hours support
● Waiting time reduction



💼 Real use case: Bon-App-Petit project (2020-2023)

Example: Virtual assistant
Virtual assistant for the promotion of healthy habits among school children

It is challenging to define KPIs

E.g. Engagement vs. controlled use of tablets

Collaboration with experts is key for domain-specific KPIs (in our case a 
collaboration between: Nutrition and Bromatology, Software Engineering, Sport 
Sciences and a Public Primary School)

E.g. Healthy habits 



Healthy nutrition habits: 
adoption vs. knowledge



The engineering lifecycle of 
conversational systems

● Requirement gathering and analysis
● System design and prototyping
● Iterative development
● Deployment
● Test and quality assurance



Coming soon…

“A cute chatbot learning to speak 
in the Pyrenees”…

Could only be super-happy!

Continuation in the hands-on lab!



Thank you!


